l88	THE    CROSS    OF    PEACE
Louis Marchand, who had a gift of leadership, generally took
the chair and was very humorous in the mock gravity and
seventy with which he exercised his authority
Young Ghartier was the orator He had a natural
eloquence, combined with a charm of manner—serious,
persuasive, idealistic—which was acknowledged by the other
Students, mostly of rougher type, but fascinated by the
admirable style and fervour of this young leader Armand
himself was greatly touched and impressed The boy spoke
with knowledge as well as conviction He studied his brief
by keeping abreast with the international situation as far as
he could by newspaper reading and articles m serious pub-
lications like the Revue des Deux Mondes and the Journal des
Debats Some of his phrases and similes were striking, and
Armand noted them down for his own use His shyness and
self consciousness disappeared when he had been on his feet
for a few minutes He had a charming grace of gesture, and
with his fine delicate face and dark hair falling over one side
of his forehead, looked like one of the young Girondins of the
French Revolution—Barbaroux, for example, who Svas
young and beautiful in manhood , according to the history
of his time and his portrait in the Musde Carnavalet
Armand made a pencil sketch of the lad at this time, as he
stood talking one day with the light from the window touching
his profile He hung it up m his study, next to a photograph
of Bertrand, his young brother who was killed in the war
The Director of the Lyce"e,   M   Martin,  made  some
inquiries about this new debating society
It is not, I hope, of a revolutionary character?" he
asked one afternoon when he was alone with Armand "I
camxot tolerate any Communistic propaganda in the Lyc£e
That microbe is poisoning many French minds, but my
students will not be allowed to spread the infection "
*No need to worry, sir, * said Armand "The boys are
only debating international affairs and the problems which.
come before the Society of Nations "

